
Endless Wishes Aurora Card

By Jean Fitch
http://jlfstudio.wordpress.com

Color Scheme: Tempting Turquoise, Elegant Eggplant, Whisper White, Black

This project is designed to be a quick and simple holiday or winter card that’s 
very mailable (especially if you stamp the sentiment directly on the focal layer).  
You can also create this as a single layer stamped card on Naturals White or 
Whisper White with no matted layers or color other than ink.

Supplies:
Stamps: Endless Wishes

Ink: Tempting Turquoise, Wisteria Wonder, Elegant Eggplant, Basic Black Marker,
Project Life Pens, Memento Black or Black Stazon

Paper: Tempting Turquoise (11” x 4-1/4”), Elegant Eggplant 5-1/4” x 4”), 
Whisper White (5” x 3-3/4”)

Punches (optional): Large Oval, Scalloped Oval

Other: Stampin’ Sponges, basic jewel rhinestones, Post-It’s, Dazzling Diamonds, 
2 way glue stick.  1/8” gold or silver ribbon.
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Directions:
1) Score card base at 5-1/2”, fold and crease with bone folder (creates tent fold 
card)

2) Using post-it’s mask off an open rectangle on the Whisper White layer– 
measure in 1” on all sides – leave yourself space to add sentiment as well as the 
lines around rectangle – Sponge the three colors – Tempting Turquoise, Wisteria 
Wonder and Elegant Eggplant in the masked off rectangle.  Work from the center 
out starting with Tempting Turquoise and then Wisteria Wonder and so on.  Make
sure the Elegent Eggplant is dark in the corners and use the Wisteria Wonder to 
blend as needed.  Try to leave a few spots where the white peeks through.  We’re
looking for an aurora borealis (Northern Lights) type effect.  Remove masking 
papers.

3) Using a Black Marker or Journaling pen and ruler place a set of lines around 
the rectangle with the lines crossing on the corners or as you wish.

4) Stamp in the Black ink of your choice with the three sizes of snowflakes from 
Endless Wishes across the sponged rectangle.

5) Stamp sentiment with the smaller text in Black and the larger text in Tempting
Turquoise.  You can stamp directly below the sponged/stamped creation or stamp
text on scrap piece punch and mount on a punched mat layer as shown in 
picture.

6) Adhere the Elegant Eggplant layer to the Card Base, then adhere the stamped 
focal layer on top of that.  Top the card with either the gold or silver metallic 
ribbon.  You can add dazzling diamonds with the two way glue stick or a few 
rhinestones if you wish.  Dazzling Diamonds are more “mailable”.

7) Decorate interior of card and envelope as desired.

CASE Creation by Jean Fitch
email: jlfstudio@live.com
blog: http://jlfstudio.wordpress.com
Supplies for project can be ordered through Jean by email or on her blog linked 
store site.

Original project can be seen here:
https://iguanastamp.wordpress.com/2013/11/08/my-endless-love-for-endless-
wishes
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